CAMERA ADAPTER STAND  
(REQUIRED FOR POLE CAP MOUNTING) 

- MAT'FLANGE: 1018 STEEL OR EQUIV. 
- MAT'L TUBE: Ø 3.5 X 1/8 WALL 1018 STEEL OR EQUIV 

3. FINISH: YELLOW CHROMATE CONVERSION COAT TYPE I 
   PER MM-42 OR MIL-C-5541B CLASS 1A 

4. PAINT ALL SURFACES LIGHT GRAY METAL FINE USING 
   3310042-478 PER MM-33 OR FEDERAL TEST METHOD STD NO.141. 
   FINE TEXTURE OUTSIDE SURFACE ONLY AND OVERSPRAY PERMITTED. 

5. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES 0.015 MAX  

![Diagram of the camera adapter stand]  

NOTE: 
A 10' EXTENSION PROVIDED WHEN REQUIRED 
DESIGNED BY INSTALLER AND APPROVED BY RTC-FAST.